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BACKGROUND
Wilhelmsen Ship Management (WSM) 

is one of the world’s largest providers 

of third-party ship management 

services. It is a division of Wilhelmsen 

Maritime Services, which combines 

WSM’s ship management services 

with port services, logistics, marine 

equipment and products to offer 

efficient solutions to the global 

maritime industry.

With approximately 10,900 seafarers, 

WSM manages more than 160 

commercial vessels, including Ro-

Ros, container ships, bulk carriers, 

car carriers, seismic ships, LNG, 

LPG, product tankers, offshore 

supply ships, passenger vessels and 

specialised vessels.

THE CHALLENGE
The provision of travel services 

had no formal agreement globally 

and a number of different travel 

management companies were used 

throughout the WSM entities. 

Based on the significant total spend 

associated with travel services, as well as 

the importance of travel as a requirement, 

importance of timeliness, and various 

other characteristics, WSM made a 

decision to approach a tender from a 

global strategic perspective. 

Travel is a significant part of WSM’s 

business, and the company was looking 

to improve travel efficiencies, utilise their 

global buying power and benefit from 

consolidated management information. 

As a result WSM made the decision to 

go out to tender – with the objective to 

formalise a long-term global framework 

agreement with one, exclusive travel 

management provider.

A WSM Contract Management Committee 

(CMC), comprising various stakeholders, 

was created to manage and facilitate 

the strategic tendering and sourcing 

process. Using transparent weighted 

criteria for both pricing and non pricing 

factors, CMC reviewed and discussed each 

aspect of submissions, including pricing 
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“WSM has achieved a highly 
successful commercial 
result from this WSM 
competitive tender process 
which ultimately satisfies 
our business needs. WSM 
have also ensured that the 
final agreement with ATPI 
Griffinstone is aligned to 
our crewing personnel 
travel and ongoing 
procurement strategies.” 
 
Espen Sending  
Vice President 
Marine Personnel
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offers, added value discounts, rebates 

and other savings initiatives offered by 

each bidder. CMC then shortlisted three 

companies, with a request to present their 

proposal to the CMC for final evaluation 

and assessment.

THE SOLUTION
The results of the final evaluation 

indicated that ATPI Griffinstone provided 

WSM with the best overall cost efficient 

solution and the greatest “value for 

money”. Our standard operating process 

and transparent booking of tickets using 

our advanced booking system provided 

WSM a seafarers discount fare by using the 

global fare brokerage process. The global 

fare brokerage process therefore gave 

WSM access to the widest range of seat 

availability for marine and offshore fares. 

On winning the account, the first stage 

was to understand not just WSM’s travel 

programme but the wider business – 

where potentially both direct and indirect 

travel savings could be achieved.

Our solution to consolidate all travel 

globally provided WSM Regional Offices 

with greater control, transparency, analysis 

and visibility on marine and offshore crew 

travel expenditures, policies, and tools 

on a global level thus reducing costs and 

improving operational process for greater 

travel efficiencies. 

THE RESULT
Global consolidation through one 

global framework with ATPI Griffinstone 

streamlining WSM’s processes to become 

leaner and more efficient – this resulted in 

the following benefits:

• Improved travel programme 

management based on consolidated MI

• Reduced travel expenditures 

through ATPI Griffinstone’s 

global fare brokerage process

• An improved, consistent 

service globally

• Increased travel security 

and duty of care

• Improved account visibility, 

transparency and invoice management

With global visibility of worldwide 

travel spend and programme data, 

consolidation through an exclusive 

business partner for the future has 

empowered the WSM Marine Personnel 

Department to make smarter, more 

strategic decisions on the operating 

framework of the marine and offshore 

crew travel programme.

With aligned travel policies and 

procedures across the regions, a 

significant decrease in travel expenditures 

has resulted from this cost effective 

agreement, as the company’s entire 

marine and offshore crew travel spend 

has been leveraged to also include other 

value added services such as preferred air, 

hotel and car suppliers.

ABOUT THE ATPI GROUP 
The ATPI Group is a long established travel management company and one of the fastest growing brands in corporate travel. 
With over 100 offices worldwide, the company has successful operations in corporate travel, corporate event management,
online travel technology and specialist travel management for a number of key industries. www.atpi.com
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